


PUBLISHER'S INTRO

Welcome to the Process
Heating Buyer’s Guide eBook

As the go-to source of information for the industrial heating industry, we at

Process Heating continually strive to make it easy for you to connect to suppliers

and services that can help your business improve and grow.

The eBook version of the Process Heating Buyers Guide was created to support

the growing conversion to digital information sharing. We actively work with the

industry's top suppliers to keep their information current so that researching

and connecting with them is a simple, straightforward process.

Browse through our featured content page-by-page or navigate to the speci�c

topics of your choice from the table of contents. Either way, this resource o�ers

you quick and easy access to equipment, supplies and services that will make

your job easier.

We also invite you to explore our comprehensive online Buyer's Guide at

www.process-heating.com/buyersguide.

Erik Klingerman
Group Publisher
Process Heating

https://www.process-heating.com/buyersguide
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BOILERS, STEAM GENERATORS & RELATED COMPONENTS

To view all suppliers of

boilers, steam

generators and related

components,

CLICK

HERE
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Boilers are used in industrial process heating applications to provide steam for steam tracing, direct-steam

injection in food processing, kettle heating or sterilization, to name a few.

The most common type of boiler used for industrial processes is a �retube boiler. As the name implies,

with a �retube boiler, water to be heated is placed in a pressure vessel, and the fuel used to heat the water

is kept inside a series of tubes. Advantages of a �retube boiler include its ability to meet large and constant

steam demands well. Disadvantages include the time it takes after startup to produce useable heat. For

processes with long periods of low steam demand, a �retube boiler may not be the best choice.

Watertube boilers are an alternative to �retube boilers. As the name implies, watertube boilers place the

water to be heated within tubes, around which heated combustion gases �ow. An advantage of a

watertube boiler is that it can produce heat more quickly than a �retube boiler.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25972-boilers-steam-generators-related-components


oilers Steam /

BOILERS, STEAM GENERATORS & RELATED COMPONENTS

Indeck Power Equipment Company designs and manufactures a complete line of industrial watertube

shop-assembled packaged boilers and �eld-erected boilers. Typical fuel sources utilized are Gas, Oil,

Biomass, Waste Heat and Solid Fuels. Indeck Power Equipment Company has the largest inventory of

boilers for sale, lease, or rental in the North America. Stock sizes range to over 250,000 pounds per hour of

steam and build-to-order over 1,000,000 pounds per hour of steam. A huge selection of boiler components

is always available for immediate shipment.

Indeck is the home to many of the most trusted boiler designs ever built. You can �nd the top industry

trade names of Volcano, Erie City, Zurn, Aalborg, Indeck Boiler and International Boiler Works all under one

roof. Manufactured styles include “A”, “O”, “D”, Modular “D” type boilers along with the Lamont line of High

Temperature Hot Water Generators.

In addition, Indeck Power Equipment Company also o�ers rental power plant equipment for emergencies,

scheduled outages, or increased capacity requirements. Indeck Power Equipment Company also supplies

mobile steam systems, trailer-designed watertube boilers, superheat boilers, SCRs, diesel generators, and

emergency deaerators. Our emergency telephone line 800-446-3325 is open 24 hours per day. Be assured

we are at the ready should an urgent need arise.

www.indeck.com

https://www.indeck.com/
https://www.indeck.com/
https://www.indeck.com/


BURNERS & COMBUSTION CONTROLS

To view all suppliers of

burners and combustion

controls,

CLICK

HERE
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Many modern industrial processes are heated by gas burners. Burners create heat to be used in industrial

processes via the controlled introduction of air and gas. When the two streams are mixed and a source of

ignition applied, they burn and create heat.

All burners have unique performance envelopes, or the range of �ows and air-gas ratios over which they

are stable and operate reliably. If the combination of �ow and ratio falls outside that performance range,

combustion cannot be maintained and the burner goes out. The �ow rate of air-gas mixture through the

burner also has an e�ect on its operating range.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25973-burners


BURNERS & COMBUSTION CONTROLS

Since 1965, Equipment Controls Company (ECCO) has been focused on delivering innovative solutions

driven by every day challenges our customers face. We take pride in providing customer satisfaction

through professionalism, ethical standards, and exceptional product knowledge.

ECCO represents and distributes quality products from established manufacturers including Pietro

Fiorentini, Sensus, Romet, SENSIT, and many more.

Headquartered in Norcross, Georgia, ECCO is one of the largest North American distributors of gas

measurement products, gas control, and data acquisition products and services. These include natural gas

pressure regulators, �ow meters, and related accessories for the industrial heat process market.

We also o�er sizing assistance and certi�ed calibration services to factory standards, troubleshooting, and

technical support.

Contact our product specialists today to discuss the full range of products and solutions Equipment

Controls Company has to o�er. Call us at 800.554.1036 or e-mail at combustion@equipmentcontrols.com

http://www.combustionregulator.com/
mailto:combustion@equipmentcontrols.com?Subject=Inquiry%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20Buyers%20Guide%20ad


http://www.combustionregulator.com/


BURNERS & COMBUSTION CONTROLS

Power Flame Inc. is an innovative and forward-thinking manufacturer of gas, oil, combination gas/oil, and

low NO
x
 burners, and combustion control systems designed for commercial, industrial, and process

applications. Our products share environmentally conscious designs and are crafted from quality materials

by our expert sta� of dedicated professionals.

We are committed to providing you with the best products and service through continuous research, on-

time production and over 70 years of successful manufacturing experience.

http://www.powerflame.com/
http://www.powerflame.com/


DRYERS & DRYERS ACCESSORIES

To view all suppliers of

dryers and dryers

accessories,

CLICK

HERE
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The process of drying imparts various energies to the product feed, including sensible heat and latent heat

of vaporization. The higher the temperature di�erential (ΔT) across the dryer, the more e�cient the

operation, the higher the energy transfer, and the greater the productivity the dryer has.

When specifying a dryer, key criteria to consider at the outset include what product is to be dried, the

desired production rate, the nature of the solvent to be removed (though this is usually water), and the

initial and �nal desired moisture content levels of the product.

The art of drying is in the methods used to expose the feed to the heat transfer carrier. E�ective dryer

design maximizes the exposed surface areas, presents new surfaces to be dried to the carrier, and controls

the particles in the process.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25978-dryers


DRYERS & DRYERS ACCESSORIES

Since its incorporation in 1946, Komline-Sanderson has provided the highest quality equipment for

applications including process/production �ltration, drying, wastewater treatment, sludge processing, and

pollution control. The company and its subsidiaries supply equipment to a diverse group of customers

around the world including a broad range of industrial clients, municipal wastewater plants, and electric

power utilities.

Paddle Dryer/Processors are highly e�cient, mechanically agitated, indirect heat transfer devices that add

or remove heat from a process mass. They are used for drying, heating, cooling, pasteurization,

crystallizing, and reacting of pastes, cakes, powders, and granules.  Continuous rotary drum vacuum �lters

o�er �exibility in meeting the needs of producers of many products requiring the separation of liquids

from solids. Our experience ranges from simple separations to complex multi-stage applications involving

�ltration, clari�cation, extraction, cake washing, and drying.

Ease of operation, rugged construction, proved performance and superior customer service are hallmarks

of Komline-Sanderson installations.

http://www.komline.com/
https://www.komline.com/


FANS & BLOWERS

To view all suppliers of

fans and blowers,

CLICK

HERE
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Air-moving technologies — and, more generally, intentional air�ow — are used in process heating

applications to e�ect heat transfer, whether that means heating or cooling.

Convection is a primary means of heat transfer in many industrial ovens or furnaces. In such equipment, a

media, typically air, is used to transfer heat to a product, as in the case of baking or curing, or to extract

heat from a product or heat transfer media, as in cooling.

While heating creates natural convective currents, fans and blowers are used to direct and control the heat

transfer media around the product to be heated or cooled. Fans and blowers also are used to carry away

evaporated solvents.

Air-movement equipment also is used within other process cooling equipment such as chillers, cooling

towers and evaporative condensers to induce an air�ow that increases the rate of heat transfer or removes

waste heat.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25979-fans-blowers


HEAT EXCHANGERS & HEAT RECOVERY

To view all suppliers of

heat exchangers and

heat recovery,

CLICK

HERE
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Heat exchangers are process equipment used to transfer heat — to e�ect heating or cooling — between

two �uids. The primary con�gurations are:

Shell and tube, which consists of a series of tubes, in a single- or multi-pass layout, within a vessel. The �uid

to be heated or cooled passes through the tubes while another �uid �ows around the tubes, within the

vessel.

Plate, which consists of a pack of many thin plates assembled in a frame or permanently bonded. The �uids

to be heated or cooled pass on either side of the plates, which are arranged to create a large surface area

and small �uid paths for heat transfer.

Within each of the primary types are several types.

In addition to the myriad design options, heat exchangers are used with widely varying �uids. Liquid-to-

liquid, liquid-to-air and air-to-air �uid streams may be found in process applications. Liquids such as chilled

or heated water, a water-glycol (heat transfer �uid) solution, steam or refrigerants are used to e�ect

process heating and cooling.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25980-heat-exchangers


HEAT EXCHANGERS & HEAT RECOVERY

Direct Steam Injection Heaters can be used wherever medium to high-pressure steam is available and an

unlimited supply of industrial hot water is needed, or to heat liquids or slurries in-line. Worldwide

industries served include food, chemical, pharmaceutical, pulp and paper, and general industrial

applications that bene�t from e�ciently produced unlimited hot water supply.

The heating chamber and internal injection tube of the Pick System is the performance di�erence between

Pick and any other system.  Pick’s design prevents pressure equilibrium and automatically stabilizes steam

injection pressure.  It eliminates shock, hammer, noise, vibration, with very minimal pressure drop and low

sound level.

When you install a Pick DSI Heating System you’ll consistently have the liquid capacity and temperature you

need. You’re always assured of a dependable heating system under a variety of operation conditions with a

Pick Heater.  

http://www.pickheaters.com/
http://www.pickheaters.com/


HEAT EXCHANGERS & HEAT RECOVERY

Since 1995 Advanced Coil has been building heavy-duty, air-over-�n, welded joint heat exchangers for the

industrial and process industries. Our coils o�er a wide variety of tube and �n con�gurations and materials

to suit virtually any application, regardless of operating temperatures, pressures or corrosive conditions.

Exceptional product and dedication to customer service are the cornerstones of ACT’s business philosophy.

We understand that equipment performance and durability de�ne the quality of the product and that

knowledgeable and responsive people de�ne the quality of our customer support.

Our sole focus is to serve the needs of the industrial and process coil industries.  Everything we do – from

the materials we purchase, to the equipment we use to manufacture our products, to the training and

commitment of our employees – is dedicated to this one objective.

http://www.advancedcoiltechnology.com/
http://www.advancedcoiltechnology.com/


HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS

To view all suppliers of

heat transfer �uids,

CLICK

HERE
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The original — and ubiquitous — heat transfer �uid is water, of course. For those applications in which

water alone cannot be used because the temperatures required are outside its useful range, heat transfer

�uids and coolants are called into service. Typically employed in closed-loop heating and cooling, the heat

transfer �uid or coolant circulates from an area of relatively high temperature to one of relatively low

temperature, or vice versa, to e�ect heat transfer. In cooling applications, the low temperature �uid is used

to extract heat from the process or equipment to be cooled. In heating applications, the high temperature

�uid is used to add heat to a process or to maintain a temperature. Heat transfer occurs via conduction.

Heat transfer �uids are optimized for the temperature range within which they are intended to be used.

Low temperature heat transfer �uids extend the low-end operating range of the �uid well below the

temperature at which water freezes. At the other end of the spectrum, some high temperature heat

transfer �uids can be used in applications as high as 750°F (399°C).

There is no one heat transfer �uid that is ideal for all applications. Understanding a �uid’s characteristics

such as viscosity, density, speci�c heat, thermal conductivity and freezing point are key to specifying a heat

transfer �uid for a speci�c application. Equally important is �rst understanding the characteristics and

requirements of the process.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25981-heat-transfer-fluids


HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS

Paratherm – Heat Transfer Fluids, a Division of The Lubrizol Corporation has been in business for over 30

years.  The premier provider of engineered heat transfer �uids in the industry, we o�er a range of

products and services. Our heat transfer �uids (currently 8 �uids and 3 cleaners) cover temperatures from ‐
137°F to +650°F. A dedicated network of distributors and warehouses enable us to ensure quick delivery

across North America and globally. Fluid analysis and real time testing are performed on-site in our state-

of-the-art laboratory. Technical specialists perform a combination of laboratory testing to provide an

e�ective analysis.  Results are provided in a detailed report of in-depth analysis and include our

recommendations for continued maintenance and how to extend the life of your �uid.   We are also a

resource for all your training, troubleshooting and technical questions.  Paratherm provides superior

service for all your �uid related needs with 24/7 emergency response.

http://www.paratherm.com/
http://www.paratherm.com/


HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS

With 4 facilities located throughout Indiana, Arkansas, and Texas, ORG CHEM Group specializes in the

renewal of industrial �uids for further use by their customers while simultaneously reducing waste.  In

addition to processing heat transfer �uids for their ever expanding customer base, ORG CHEM Group also

o�ers their distillation services for custom tolling opportunities, sodium nitrite products, glycols and

antifreeze applications, and amines used in the oil and gas industry.

Reach out to us for further information related to our heat transfer �uid renewal services and learn how

we can best service you and your heat transfer equipment at sales@chem-group.com.

http://www.chem-group.com/
https://www.chem-group.com/
mailto:sales@chem-group.com?Subject=Inquiry%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20Buyers%20Guide%20ad


HEATERS & HEATING SYSTEMS

To view all suppliers of

heaters and heating

systems,

CLICK

HERE
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Electric process heaters play an integral role in many industrial processes, and heater problems can cause

increased scrap and rejects, process equipment failures and downtime. Industrial heater designs run the

gamut from bare wire elements to integrated thermal heating systems.

While not an exhaustive list, typically used industrial heater types include band, cast, circulation, cartridge,

direct-steam injection, tubular, thermal �uid heating, �exible silicone rubber, heating cable or tape, �nned,

immersion, screw plug, duct, open coil, ceramic, panel, plate or strip, and infrared.

Many process and plant engineers do not give much thought to the heaters operating within their

processes and applications — unless those heaters fail, require signi�cant maintenance or cause other

problems. Heaters play an integral role in many applications, and heater problems can lead to much larger

headaches if they are ignored.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25982-heaters-heating-systems


HEATERS & HEATING SYSTEMS

Industrial & Laboratory Furnaces, Ovens & Heaters

Thermcraft is an international leading manufacturer of custom & standard industrial furnaces and ovens.

With over 50 years of experience, we can help you �nd the solution that best �ts your needs.

From concept to �nished product, whether it is a pilot-scale project or full-blown production project, we

can guide you through the entire process. Thermcraft also manufactures component heating elements in

vacuum-formed ceramic �ber and ceramic refractory materials, both for high-temperature applications.

Call 336-784-4800 or visit www.thermcraftinc.com.

http://www.thermcraftinc.com/
http://www.thermcraftinc.com/
http://www.thermcraftinc.com/


HEATERS & HEATING SYSTEMS

Aitken Products, Inc. manufactures and distributes high-quality industrial heaters. The key to Aitken’s

success is our ability to produce quality products for a variety of industrial applications, and to provide

products when needed. Over ninety percent of our orders are shipped within one business day.

Started in 1957 by David Aitken Sr., Aitken Products has been a family-owned and operated business for

three generations. Originally located in Cleveland, Aitken moved to our present facility (shown above) in

Geneva, Ohio in 1970.

Current products (for industrial applications only) include:

Electric Infrared Heating Equipment

Electric Infrared Process Modules

Controls For All Heating Equipment

Industrial Ceiling Fans and Controls.

Contact Mike Barker at (800) 569-9341

www.aitkenproducts.com

http://www.aitkenproducts.com/
http://www.aitkenproducts.com/
http://www.aitkenproducts.com/
http://www.aitkenproducts.com/


IIoT, TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT & CONTROL

To view all suppliers of

IIOT and temperature

measurement & control,

CLICK

HERE
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The sensors, instruments and other components connected via a computer-based wireless or wired

network comprise the Industrial Internet of Things. Taking advantage of the internet allows data storage

and access remotely as well as the ability to collect much more data in an actionable format. Data analysis

helps process engineers identify key performance indicators, spot trends over time, and better track mean

time before failure or required maintenance, among other tasks. Cloud computing, or the sharing of local

data with servers stored physically elsewhere on the internet, provides a means of backup and can make

process data available to remote personnel, allowing the performance among di�erent plants within a

company with many locations to be compared. The proliferation of wireless technologies makes possible

predictive maintenance programs that increase reliability, shorten maintenance cost (and time frames) and

o�er the potential to increase plant safety and product quality.

Despite the many possible bene�ts of the Industrial Internet of Things, caution is warranted. As with the

analog devices these digitally connected controls are replacing, the measurements made are only accurate,

repeatable and useful when they are appropriately located within the process. A poorly positioned sensor

or corroded or broken connection points can provide inaccurate data. Failing to consider cybersecurity and

take steps to secure data can leave a plant vulnerable to cyberattacks. Working with an experienced

controls provider can help mitigate these concerns and harness the best that Big Data has to o�er.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/26012-temperature-control-systems


OVENS & OVEN ACCESSORIES

To view all suppliers of

ovens and oven

accessories,

CLICK

HERE
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Industrial ovens are used for myriad applications. Examples include annealing, bonding, drying, shrink-

�tting, curing, curing �nish baking, burn-in, sterilization, laboratory testing, heat treating or aging.

For applications where the load size or production volumes vary substantially, batch processing is a good

approach. Batch ovens also are suited for situations that require a high degree of �exibility in terms of

process variables such as temperature or dwell (soak) time. When a large quantity of similar product pieces

is processed, continuous ovens can help ensure consistent thermal process times for each part in high

volume applications.

Applications with special needs require speci�c oven characteristics. For instance, Class A ovens are

required when �ammable materials are to be heated within the oven. A Class A oven is de�ned in NFPA 86,

the Standard for Ovens and Furnaces, to include those ovens that are directly fuel-�red and those ovens

that process a combustible product or remove combustible vapors from a product in the oven.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25987-ovens


OVENS & OVEN ACCESSORIES

The Broadest Range of Industrial Ovens for a Wide Variety of Industries &
Applications

Wisconsin Oven o�ers high quality heat treat ovens and furnaces, with standard temperature ratings up to

1400°F. They can be heated by gas (direct or indirect), electric and steam. Typical applications include aging,

tempering, annealing, stress relieving, solution heat treating, composite cure, drying, and many others.   

Wisconsin Oven customers are able to track the performance of their industrial oven from anywhere using

the DataSense™ Technologies IoT system. The DataSense™ system collects information from predictive

maintenance sensors on the oven and reports on the health of a variety of components and conditions, to

prevent unexpected downtime.

Wisconsin Oven equipment is completely factory assembled & tested prior to shipment. Turnkey

installations, start-up service, spare parts and PM programs are also available through our Service

department. Please contact us for any of your heat processing requirements by phone at 262-642-3938, or

by email at sales@wisoven.com.

http://www.wisoven.com/
http://www.wisoven.com/
mailto:sales@wisoven.com?Subject=Inquiry%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20Buyers%20Guide%20ad


OVENS & OVEN ACCESSORIES

For over 30 years, Heat Treat Furnaces has been designing, fabricating and installing custom industrial

heat-treat furnaces for our clients. HTF’s experienced engineers and support sta� are focused on your

project.

Our industrial furnaces have an extensive list of capabilities and can be manufactured to suit almost any

application. We are a full-service supplier, meaning we assume responsibility for all mechanical, electrical,

structural and control aspects of our furnaces. When you purchase an HTF furnace, you get complete

engineering support, evaluation, testing, design, fabrication, installation, start-up and �eld service with

continued support from our in-house service team.

At HTF, we believe in developing partnerships with our customers. We train your personnel, giving them

the ability to better troubleshoot and maintain your equipment. We are available by phone or email, and

we will visit your plant to service your furnace if necessary.

http://www.heattreatfurnaces.com/
http://www.heattreatfurnaces.com/


POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT

To view all suppliers of

pollution control

equipment,

CLICK

HERE
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For an emission control system, overall control e�ciency is the product of two major items: capture

e�ciency and destruction e�ciency. Capture e�ciency includes collection of VOCs at the dryer or oven and

capture of fugitive emissions from the entire process system.

Once VOCs have been captured, they are sent to an emission control device. Oxidation systems are end-of-

pipe pollution control solutions for emissions from many solvent-based processes.

Oxidation systems are supplied in many designs and con�gurations, and various types of oxidizers are used

to control coating line VOC emissions. The design variations exist to address di�erences in process

conditions, operating schedules, installation space requirements and operating costs. Oxidizers are de�ned

based upon the type of heat exchanger used and the presence or absence of a catalyst within the oxidizer

air�ow.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25990-pollution-control-equipment


PUMPS

To view all suppliers of

pumps,

CLICK

HERE
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The �ow of �uids — liquids or gases — is at the heart of myriad process heating applications. Integral to

heat transfer are both the convective e�ects that occur in �uids — heat rises within a �uid while colder

materials sink — and, in many applications, the motive force to convey the �uids to the area of heat

transfer. Pumps provide the motive force, carrying �uids to the heating zone as well.

Hot oil pumps often are used with heat transfer �uids at temperatures of 600 to 700°F (315 to 370°C).

Purpose-built pumps — designed for pumping high temperature heat transfer �uids — help ensure that

the pump can provide longevity without leaking. Both centrifugal and sealless pumps designed for high

temperature applications are available.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25991-pumps


VALVES, GAUGES & RELATED COMPONENTS

To view all suppliers of

valves, gauges and

related components,

CLICK

HERE
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Safety shuto� valves are normally closed valves that automatically close to shut o� fuel, atmosphere gas or

oxygen in the event of abnormal conditions or during shutdown. The valves can be opened manually or

automatically, but only after the solenoid coil or another holding mechanism is energized.

The valves are key players in the protection against explosions and �res. In fact, each safety shuto� valve is

required to discontinue the fuel �ow to a burner system after interruption of electric current or �uid

pressure.

Final control elements are those devices that obey the controller output and provide the muscle to

modulate the process heat. The �ow of gas, air, oil, etc., depends on rotation for butter�y valves, ball valves

and dampers, and linear travel for plug-and-seat valves.

https://www.process-heating.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/topic/25994-valves


VALVES, GAUGES & RELATED COMPONENTS

Magnatrol Bronze & Stainless Steel Solenoid Valves
Since 1936, Magnatrol Valve Corporation has been manufacturing full port-internal pilot operated and

direct acting solenoid valves to control the �ow of water, de-ionized water, ammonias, vegetable oil, fuel oil,

gas, steam, brine, solvents, dirty/viscous/corrosive �uids, cryogenics, and oxygen.

Bronze valves are available from 3/8” - 3” with threaded ports, and stainless steel valves are available from

3/8” to 3” with threaded or 150 and 300 lb. �anged end connections. Valves are available normally open or

normally closed with standard shipments in 3-7 working days and rush orders shipped same or next day.

Special applications/alloys and custom engineering are available. Every valve is manufactured and tested in

house, and cleaned and degreased to keep them free of moisture. A wide range of industry standard

options is also available.

For more information, call 973-427-4341, Fax: 973-427-7611, E-mail: info@magnatrol.com, visit

www.magnatrol.com, or write Magnatrol Valve Corporation, 67 Fifth Ave., Hawthorne, NJ 07507.

http://www.magnatrol.com/
http://www.magnatrol.com/
http://www.magnatrol.com/
mailto:info@magnatrol.com?Subject=Inquiry%20from%20your%20Process%20Heating%20Buyers%20Guide%20ad
http://www.magnatrol.com/
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